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Abstract

This is a review document on the previous researches for the

vibration of the fuel rod induced by axial flow. The

analytical methods are classified into three categories

accordingly as the researchers postulate the vibration to be

self-excited, forced and parametric; the self-excited

mechanism by Burgreen and Quinn, the forced one by Reavis,

Gorman, Kanazawa, and S. Chen, and the parametric one by Y.

Chen. Quinn supposed that the centrifugal force by flow

exaggerated the natural bow in the cylinder, " and the

flexural force by it diminished the bow by turns; this

iterative motion led the cylinder to vibrate. The supporters

to the forced mechanism considered the forces arising from

pressure disturbances within the boundary layer as vibrating

sources. Y. Chen insisted that the cylinder could only be

excited to vibration in resonance by the small oscillation

of mean flow velocity. The previous studies were based on

the simple boundary conditions such as hinged-hinged or

fixed-fixed single span. Therefore, for the more accurate

prediction of the fuel rod vibration in the reactor, the

further studies need to reflect the actual boundary

conditions of the fuel rod like axial force and continuous

supports by grids.
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The supporters to the forced mechanism considered the forces arising from pressure

perturbation within the boundary layer as vibrating sources. Y. Chen insisted that

the cylinder could only be excited to vibration in resonance by the small

oscillation of mean flow velocity. The previous studies were based on the simple

boundary conditions such as hinged-hinged or fixed-fixed single span. Therefore,

for the more accurate prediction of the fuel rod vibration in reactor, the further

studies need to reflect the actual boundary conditions of the fuel rod like axial
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